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BQ-SET -2 [BOARD QUESIONS] 



1. The function of employing eligible 
people for the company



Planning Staffing

MissionStretegy



2.Management causes 



Mis-

communication
Wastage of 

recources

Mis-

coordination

None of the 

above



3. Scientific management works on



Research & 

experimentatio

n

Trial & error

Traditional 

management 

theory

More attention 

on production



4. Deciding in advance what to do, 
when to do, & how to do is .....



Decision making Organizing

MotivationPlanning



5. Which of the following post comes 
under middle level management



Director
Branch 

manager

SupervisorForeman



6. The process of monitoring, 
comparing & correcting is called



Coordinating Controlling

OrganizingLeading 



7. Who was enlisted principal of 
management



F.W. Taylor Henry Fayol

Adam SmithDr. Juran



8. ...... Is a mental process resulting in the 

selection of a course of action among 

several alternatives


Organizing Decision making 

ControlDirecting





10. First step in planning is 



Establish goals Identify resources

Establish TaskPriortize goals



11. Who had a main concern to achieve 

efficiency of man & material through 

application of time & motion study


F.W. Taylor Henry Fayol

Mery ParkarGilbreth



12. The unity of authority & plan of 
action is about



Unity of direction Authority

Unity of 

command
Discipline



13. The function of administration is



Discision making Policy making

All of the above
Controlling & 

ensuring 

discipline



14. Policy making in an industry is a rule 
of



Management Administration

WorkersPublic 



15. What is Espirit De Corps



It is a function of 

management

It is a principle of 

management

It is th name of 

company
It is management 

concept in Russia



16. Father of scientific management is 



Fedrick W Taylor Henry Fayol

None of the 

above
Adam smith



17. ..... Can be called as “leading” 
“Motivating” & “Actuating” and so on 



Planning Organizing

DirectingControlling



18. The lower level of managers work 
at



Strategical 

level
Tactical level

At all levelOperational 

level 



19. Wich one of the following is the 

advantage of effective decision making



No delays Quick actions

All of the aboveNo confusion



20. Which statement is wrong



Authority can 

not be 

delegated

Authority is the 

power to act

Authority is the 

right to 

command

Higher the post 

higher is the 

authority 



21. Top level is known as ..... Because all 

important decisions related to whole 

organization is taken by the top mang.


Strategical Tactical

All of the above Operational 

level 





Thank You


